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Learning as Program Induction

 What do people know about the world, and how do they come to know it? I will talk about recent work
in cognitive science attempting to answer these questions in computational terms -- terms suitable for    
both reverse-engineering human learning and also building more human-like machine learning 
systems.  This work follows in a long tradition of viewing knowledge as some kind of program, where 
learning then becomes a kind of program induction or program synthesis.  By formalizing this classic 
idea using new tools for learning with probabilistic programs, it becomes more powerful both as a 
machine-learning approach and as a framework for describing and explaining human learning.  I will 
discuss working models in several domains, including learning word meanings, learning the structural 
form of a data set or a covariance kernel for function estimation and time series analysis, learning pro-
grams that generate visual concepts, learning physical laws, and bootstrap learning via the acquisition 
of new inductive biases.   
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